GOOD MORNING VAL DI FASSA
TODAY

Suggestions and tips for your holiday. Edited by Apt Val di Fassa

TOMORROW

08/31/2019

HIGHLIGHT

“LA GRAN VERA”: THE FIRST WORLD WAR
EXHIBITION

“La Gran Vera” can be visited every day (from 10 a.m. to 12.30 p.m. and from 3.30
to 7 p.m.; on Wednesday it is also open at night, from 9 to 11 p.m.).

Today in the valley
THE MUSEUM OF THE LADINS

LADIN MUSEUM - LOC. VIGO/SAN GIOVANNI 10 A.M. - 12.30 P.M. AND 3
- 7 P.M.
The rich ethnographic collection of the Ladin Cultural Institute is
represented with video, touch screen and many vintage objects.

BY THE ANCIENT SAWMILL

STRÈDA DE CIAMP TRUJAN - PENIA 10 A.M. - 12 P.M. AND 3 – 7 P.M.
The ancient Venetian sawmill “La Sia”, part of the detached section of
the Ladin Museum, is still active and rich in charm.

“THE OTHER BRASS” IN THE SQUARE

PIAZ DE CIAMPEDEL - CAMPITELLO AT 9 P.M.
Amusing soirée with the notes of the band that presents well-known
music tracks.

“La Gran Vera – La Grande Guerra 1914-1918” is always expression of
actuality, by reporting signs on the territory, sorrow and horrors of the
conflict. The exhibition, set up within the theatre Navalge in Moena (since
2014), develops along 4 sections: “Galicia 1914”, “The trench”, “Dolomites
1915” and “War to the war”. The exhibition is rich in documents, personal
objects of the soldiers, arms and many others war findings, both picked up
on the front of San Pellegrino at few kilometres from Moena and gifted by
the collectioners and curators of the exhibition, Michele Simonetti
Federspiel and Mauro Caimi. During the years, the exhibition have been
enriched with other elements and is nowadays one of the best in Italy for
the quality of its reports and reconstructions.

Itineraries
FROM CANAZEI TO GRIES
From the town-centre of Canazei, go down along the street Strèda
Roma and take the street Strèda Cercenà on the left. Few meters
after the bridge on the Avisio river, walk leftwards on the higher
path that skirts upward the park of the Residence Villa Avisio.
Continue beyond the plank that signs the limit of the meadows,
keep on walking by the skilift Avisio, and follow its stream for a
while. Then, you will cross a little wood and, after a short descent,
walk again down by the stream. Walk nearby a wide pasture,
thereafter, enter the wood cobbled with a gorgeous moss-covered
carpet. Then, come out on the state road near Pènt (=bridge in
Ladin) de la Roa. Overpass it and come back to Canazei along
Strèda Pareda street.

The complete schedule of the events is available by the tourist offices of the valley.

Initiatives for our guests
SEPTEMBER 1ST AT 8.30 A.M. – CANAZEI

SELLARONDA MTB TOUR

RIDING AROUND THE SELLA MASSIF WITH THE BIKE GUIDE.
ENROLMENT: SPORT CHECK POINT (TOUR AGAINST PAYMENT).
SEPTEMBER 1ST AT 4.30 P.M. – CAMPITELLO

SUNSET IN VAL DURON

GUIDED EXCURSION WITH DINNER IN A MOUNTAIN HUT, TO
EXPERIENCE MOUNTAIN IN THE EVENING. ENROLMENT: SPORT
CHECK POINT (ACTIVITY AGAINST PAYMENT).

Did you know that...
In the Nineteenth century, the first expert geologists came to Val di
Fassa from the near Fiemme, after having made researches in
Predazzo, area of volcanic origins that they associated to Val
Monzoni, near Pozza, also of undersea volcanic composition. But
Val Monzoni was difficult to reach, far from the main communication
routes and from the inns. A longer stop was therefore necessary. In
1864, for the geologic similarities between Predazzo and Val
Monzoni, the researcher mr. Lapparent named the rocks founded in
both the areas with a unique name: “Monzoniti”.

SEPTEMBER 3RD AT 9 A.M. – POZZA

ROCKS FOR YOUTHS

CLIMBING COURSE FOR CHILDREN (7-14 YEARS) WITH THE HELP OF
THE MOUNTAIN GUIDES (ACTIVITY AGAINST PAYMENT).

Initiatives reserved to the guests with the Val di Fassa Card (ask your hotel/apartment). Enrolments required within the previous day by the Tourist
Offices. The activities are reserved to the guests of the associated structures of Val di Fassa Tourist Board.
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